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You have the power.

Your membership in the American Association of Immunologists helps advance the field—and your career.

Being a part of AAI enables you to take an active role in helping to shape the future of immunology and attain your professional goals. You’ll stand with members representing immunological research concerns on Capitol Hill. Plus, you gain access to:

• The best and brightest minds today.
• The world’s largest annual all-immunology meeting.
• The Journal of Immunology, the pre-eminent peer-reviewed journal in the field.
• Many occasions and opportunities to present your research.
• Awards/fellowships/grants to support talented scientists in every career stage.

To learn more about how your professional life is enriched by membership in AAI, call 301.634.7195 or visit www.aai.org today.
Have you just started your first lab? Trying to juggle research, teaching, and service? Are you facing new and puzzling issues that an established scientist can answer?

The Career Advisory Board (CAB) is a referral service that matches senior postdocs (start of fourth year and beyond) and early-career PIs who submit requests for guidance on specific career issues with more senior scientists with experience and insights in those areas. The program is not meant to replace the mentoring programs at a scientist’s home institution, but rather to serve as a resource for senior postdocs and early-career PIs to obtain advice on a specific question from established investigators outside of their home institutions—often through a single phone call.

**ELIGIBILITY:** The CAB is open to all senior postdocs (start of fourth year and beyond) and early-faculty AAI members.

**APPLY HERE:** http://aai.org/CAB

**Selected Topics**
- Balancing family and work
- Timing for first grant submission
- Recruiting
- Handling personnel issues
- Managing a lab
- Finding a mentor
- Building networks
- Preparing for leadership
- Balancing service obligations
- Teaching
- Serving on NIH study sections

**A RESOURCE FOR SENIOR POSTDOCS AND EARLY-CAREER FACULTY**
AII AWARDS
Recognizing Scientists of Distinction in Every Career Stage

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF IMMUNOLOGISTS

The American Association of Immunologists annually honors the research achievements and professional promise of over 1,000 scientists through fellowships, career awards, and travel grants.

AAI Fellowships provide Regular and Trainee members with career advancement opportunities through programs supporting trainees’ salaries and public policy education.

AAI Career Awards honor individuals for outstanding research and career achievements. AAI members are eligible for these career awards, which are among the leading professional honors presented annually to immunologists.

AAI Travel Awards and Grants recognize the professional promise of early- and mid-career investigators by assisting them with travel to the AAI annual meeting and travel to learn techniques.

In its commitment to the cultivation of career opportunities for promising young scientists, AAI also provides support for over 100 travel awards at selected other immunology conferences.

Let AAI Help You Advance Your Career!
To view AAI individual awards, visit www.aai.org/Awards.
To join AAI, visit www.aai.org/Membership.
Fellowship Overview
This fellowship program provides one year of salary support to postdoctoral fellows who have taken a leave of absence of one year or more due to military obligations, personal or family medical leave, or other related family circumstances. These reasons may include recovering from a serious illness, providing elder or child care, fulfilling a military obligation, or relocating due to a spousal career transition.

Eligibility
- An applicant must have a tentative written offer of appointment as a postdoctoral fellow.
- The fellowship must be in immunology or a related field.
Award consideration is based on a combination of the merit of the research project, quality of the training environment, research and career accomplishments, and career potential.

APPLICATIONS OPEN JUNE 1
APPLICATIONS CLOSE SEPTEMBER 1

For more information or to apply, visit www.aai.org/Reentry.
Please direct inquiries to fellowships@aai.org.

If the application deadline falls on a weekend day or a federal holiday, applications will be due on the next regular business day.